McGlynn says student concern is needed on campus

By Pat Sullivan

A little care and concern for others could "marketably" reduce the incidence of theft, assault and vandalism on campus, according to Security Investigator Jerry McGlynn.

"The number of all stealing and assaults at Notre Dame could be "markdowned" reduced through vigilance of students, faculty, and staff," McGlynn said during a recent interview in his firehouse office.

"Not only are the members of the community passive in this regard," McGlynn said, "they don't help each other or even defend themselves in an unusual situation.

I hope the word is not out that Notre Dame students don't fight back.

McGlynn, who graduated from ND in 1960, worked as an insurance investigator and also worked in black ghetto areas before returning to Notre Dame. Now, in addition to studying for his MBA degree, McGlynn is the security investigator in charge of assaults and larceny.

According to McGlynn's calculations for the 1970 calendar year, there were 357 thefts of personal property, 228 breaking and enterings with intent to commit larceny, and 26 assaults.

The security force is the "scape-goat" for these crimes, McGlynn said, adding that much of the blame lies in the negligence of the community.

It is up to each member of the University community to work at curtailing the incidence of crime on the campus, McGlynn said. Members of the community should be less passive about suspicious strangers in buildings and parking lots, he added.

McGlynn cited the example of a drifter who hung around campus until he finally pulled a gun on some students and robbed some others.

"Such trouble could be stopped," McGlynn said, "if students, faculty, and staff—within their own areas of responsibility—would spot outsiders and question them. Doors should also be locked to remove the possibility of theft, he said.

OBSERVER INSIGHT

According to McGlynn not only is the community passive in challenging strangers, it won't even defend itself.

Four students were walking together on the campus, he recalled, "and somebody came up and rapped one in the mouth." The other three didn't do anything.

In another incident three students were walking with their dates past the Law Building. Three juveniles came out of Alumni and one guy grabbed one of the girls. The three students, according to McGlynn, didn't do anything.

"I'm not saying they should have smasshed him, just an aggressive foot forward would have been enough. And then there was Ed Grammer getting most demonstrators. But it is clear that others came here with no allegiance to Ghandian non-violence.

Until the police appeared, Potomac Park was the site of rock music, dope smoking, wine drinking and some political organizing. Many came intending to leave after the concert, but the far more serious political discussions could begin today.

Sunday, the government revoked the camping permit and at 6 a.m. Sunday morning many campers awoke to a police van announcement that the park was to be cleared.

Sunday afternoon the protesters were divided, confused, angry, and torn, with McGlynn saying that exactly the intention of the police move. An example of this came in the morning. The far more serious political discussions could begin today.

The Convocation Center and other programs, he said although good for community relations, have also brought a lot of young trouble-makers onto the campus. Any person who is not an ND student and on private property, McGlynn said. This is why the Student Manual requires every student to carry and show his I.D. on demand to any university official.

"If students, faculty, and staff—within their own areas of responsibility—would spot outsiders and question them, doors should also be locked to remove the possibility of theft, he said.

Disunity leads to division of nation's capital

by Dave Lammers

Special to the Observer

Washington was a scene of confusion due to a lack of unity yesterday. The desire for non-violent civil disobedience by blocking traffic was meeting with most demonstrators. But it is clear that others came here with no allegiance to Ghandian non-violent ideas.

Until the police appeared, Potomac Park was the site of rock music, dope smoking, wine drinking and some political organizing. Many came intending to leave after the concert, but the far more serious political discussions could begin today. Sunday, the government revoked the camping permit and at 6 a.m. Sunday morning many campers awoke to a police van announcement that the park was to be cleared.

Saturday morning after arriving, Chet Segal, who visited the Notre Dame three Representatives and talked to their aides, Representative Bennett who is a
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Planned Parenthood ideas misunderstood

The misconception that Planned Parenthood is an organization to help people have more children is fairly common among poor, white families in Gary, Ind., according to a study conducted by the department of psychology.

Dr. Buddie J. Farrow, associate professor of psychology and one of the three directors of the team studying "Psychological Attitudes and Birth Control," explained that the Planned Parenthood offices, in Gary, who supported the study, were concerned that they reached only about six per cent of the families seeking and desiring help in limiting family size. The study was co-directed with Dr. John F. Santos, chairman of the department of psychology, and Dr. Joelle M. Farrow, acting chairman of the department of psychology at Indiana University, South Bend.

Referring to the misconception among some that Planned Parenthood was primarily to help parents have more children, Farrow commented, "After all, their only radio and television commercial depicts a woman with a great many children. It was created to help the raise funds, not to reach the people it is trying to help."

However, almost 60 per cent of the men and women questioned approved of birth control, and had tried to limit their own family size for financial or personal reasons. Ninety per cent thought four children or less was the ideal family size, while about 35 per cent favored the two-child family. Those families had an average of three children.

Over half believed that overpopulation posed a threat to the world, and perhaps even to the United States, at some point in the future. However, when asked what considerations would lead them to consider having fewer children, over half responded "financial considerations," while only about 15 per cent indicated the world situation or living conditions would be important. Only three per cent believed religion would influence their decision to have more children or to engage in birth control practices.

Birth control pills were the favorite method of contraception, used by almost half of the respondents. Barely a third of the men had heard of the intrauterine device (IUD), while two-thirds of the women were aware of this method. However, Farrow added, less than five per cent had actually used either the IUD or surgical methods to limit family size.

More than 40 per cent indicated that they had tried to take steps to prevent pregnancy before the birth of their last child. Of these families, almost half had used birth control pills, considered 99 per cent effective when used correctly. Most families, however, had learned about various birth control methods from friends and neighbors, rather than from doctors or Planned Parenthood representatives.

The research team plans to continue its study of these families, trying to assess what psychological traits characterize those who are conscientious about trying birth control methods, and what traits describe those who either reject or discontinue efforts to limit family size.

**Photos by Jim Hunt**

Continental Hair Styling, Inc.
1321 E. McKinley Huy.
Mishawaka, Ind.
259-7679

Wishes to extend their thanks to the ND Men for continuing patronage. As part of our Grand Opening of New Shop in ND Students on Mondays and Tues 9-5 all Hair Styles only $2.50.

Serving ND Students in all Hair Needs for over 3 years!

specializing in all lengths of hair

**HAGGAR**

Haggar Doubleknits comfort in fashion

Now you can have your fashion and be comfortable too. 100% Polyester gives with your every move, impossible to wrinkle, and can be machine-washed and dried. You'll like the comfortable price.

16.00 to 22.50

**nd-smc**

**Summer '71**

**MANHATTANVILLE**

Undergraduate and Graduate Courses for Men and Women

**TWO FIVE-WEEK SESSIONS**

**ARTS, MUSIC, SCIENCES AND TEACHER EDUCATION**

Two Sessions: June 14 - July 15

July 19 - August 18

**MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM**

June 14 - July 22

For 1971 Summer Session brochure write to

Director of Admissions, Manhattanville College / Purchase, New York 10577 / (914) White Plains 8-9600

**THE OBSERVER**

Tuesday, May 11, 8:30 pm ACC Tickets $5.50, $4.50, $2.50 On sale at: Student Union Ticket Office dining halls

**PHOTOS BY JIM HUNT**

The Refuge Aid Program will formally end tomorrow, May 4, in conjunction with the anniversary of the Kent State tragedy.

In commemoration of the anniversary, the R.A.P. will show two free films, Once Upon A War, a documentary on the refugees, and In the Year of the Pig, a commentary on US involvement in Asia. They will be shown at 7 and 10 tonight and tomorrow night in room 122 of the Hayes-Healy business building.

For those wishing to make final contributions to the refugees, there will be collections in both dining halls today and tomorrow at dinner. Any other contributions may be mailed at any time to R.A.P., Box 636, Notre Dame, Ind.
THE WORLD IS FULL OF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.
To help you get there, TWA introduces the Getaway* Program.

If you could dig hitch-hiking across Spain or camping along a road in England. Staying at a chateau in France or living near a beach in California. TWA brings you Getaway.

First there's the Getaway* Card. With it, you can charge airfare, hotels, meals, cars, just about anything just about anywhere. And then take up to two years to pay.

There's also the Youth Passport* Card. It lets you fly at 33 1/3% off on all domestic flights on a standby basis.

It also gives you reduced rates at many places you'll be staying.

Youth Passport is good on 20 other airlines. It costs $1 and it's available to anyone between 12 and 21.

And if you send in the coupon, we'll send you the Getaway Vacation Kit.

It has the independent Getaway Brochure. For those who would rather travel by themselves than with a group.

And it has applications for both the Youth Passport and Getaway Card.

Mail in the coupon for TWA's free Getaway Vacation Kit.

And find out how easy getting away really is.

The Getaway Program

U.S.A./EUROPE/ASIA/PACIFIC/AFRICA

TWA, P.O. Box 465, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Please send me TWA's free Getaway Vacation Kit.

Name

Address

City State Zip

*Servicemark owned exclusively by TWA.
Q. Some of the controversy that has arisen around the so-called "imminent danger clause" was caused by its recent conflict with civil actions, namely the drug cases. How do you think this conflict should be handled?

A. We have to keep from being confused. First of all, we have passed the "in loco parentis" stage of University development. Historically, it was true that a student committing a civil crime or accused of such a crime was turned over to University authorities for punishment. The courts have thrown "in loco parentis" out as a viable theory at the university level. Therefore, a student should be treated the same as any other citizen when he is in the city. It is possible for one action to violate both the civil law and the university rules. Whenever a single action violates the rules of more than one organization (legally they are referred to as a sovereign), then each sovereign has a right to determine guilt or innocence, on the same set of facts, because they each have a concern for their community. Could you give some examples of this idea of dual sovereignty?

A. For instance, if I deliberately refuse to pay my income tax, I am subject to at least five concurrent penalties. The federal government will probably start a criminal action against me to collect the money. Since state income tax is based on the federal tax, the state could initiate two similar actions. If I am found guilty the bar association would disbar me because commission of a felony is automatic disbarment. That's five separate court actions because of one violation. One action can have many reactions. Q. This idea of dual jurisdiction caused some obvious problems during the drug case proceedings. One of the biggest of these was that on the civil level the question of guilt was thrown out because of evidential terms yet in the university level the question of guilt was pursued. Weren't the protections of the civil law denied on the university level because of the use of the "imminent danger clause"?

A. That's not true. We deal constantly with inaccuracies and we accept inaccuracies, and they become facts if they are repeated often enough. One action, as I said, can submit the accused to more than one trial but only to one trial by a given sovereign. "Double jeopardy!" involves only one sovereign. There can be as many trials as there are different sovereigns. Each has the opportunity to use its own evidence but only one, the state, has the power to subpoena evidence. The problem in this case is that the university's evidence is held to a higher standard of evidence than cannot be used by the state. In the three cases that have been appealed, the defendants have been found guilty. The appeals court has lowered the punishment for two of the three accused and retained the Dean of Student's punishment for the other, but all three have been found guilty. The fourth student's case is still pending in the court. He has not asked for an appeal. Q. Why doesn't the University turn its evidence over to the police? A. If the University made it its business to see to it that each of its students who could be was forced into jail, that wouldn't be the answer. To suggest that, the University try to convict any student just because they know evidence against him is ridiculous.

Q. What would a civil court do if a conviction by the University Judicial system was tested? A. First of all, there would be no problem with the several sovereigns because that idea is accepted by the law. The tests have always been on the question of "double jeopardy." There has never been a test of the theory that a penalty by a school or by a bar association is the equivalent of a criminal sentence. It would have to be equal to be "double jeopardy." Vitamin "D", what we have here is a double punishment but opponents don't recognize the fact that there has been more than one community offended by the action. We have to consider first the question of guilt or innocence and this is what your paper has ignored. If the student had been found guilty by legal means then the court would refuse to hear the test case.

Professor Voeglin speaks about philosophic growth

Civilization, in the modern era, was forced to seek a new apocalypse every twenty years, thus forming "paroxysms of successive avant-gardes." Eric Voeglin said Friday evening as he concluded a two day conference on his works on near departures in western political thought. The main idea of Professor Voeglin's lecture was the problem of man trying to express his experiences in symbols. He connected this with the problem of "the relation between the truth of philosophy and the truth of revelation."" In theory, what we have here is a new paroxysm in every twenty years, thus forming "paroxysms of successive avant-gardes." Eric Voeglin said Friday evening as he concluded a two day conference on his works on near departures in western political thought.

Voeglin's lecture was the problem of man trying to express his experiences in symbols. He connected this with the problem of "the relation between the truth of philosophy and the truth of revelation." Professor Voeglin felt that truth is being unfolded in history. Truth, to him, is limited by the horizons of five questions. These questions do not form a series of propositions from which one can
Vietnam: money drain
by Jim McDermott

The United States has made a "bad investment" in continuing its involvement in the Indochina war, concluded several economics professors at a student government sponsored forum on the economics of Vietnam held last night in the library lounge.

Keynoting the symposium, Assoc. Prof. Thomas Swartz discussed the traditional view of the economic effect of a war, an increase in the national income. The effects of the "Great Depression" of the 1930's and the slump following the second world war were both counteracted by U.S. involvement in a war. "In this view, Vietnam was poorly timed," Swartz told the small group. "It came at a time when we were at full employment," and the result was the "chaos" that is presently characteristic of the economy. De-escalation from the war would not pose a great threat to the economy, he continued, but the fears of workers that their jobs were dependent on continued military spending would hamper any economic planning for withdrawal.

Frank Jones, an assistant professor, added that there was some evidence that the economic returns of the war spending may not be as large as had been previously expected. Noting that planners had anticipated a "multiplier" effect for the expenditures, he said that this may have destroyed the "one appealing aspect" of the war. He explained that the war has drained private expenditure far more than had been projected in early estimates.

Assoc. Prof., Dennis Dugan chairman of the department, noted the benefits and costs of the war. The benefits that had been claimed for the war, an impetus to economic growth and a boost to national pride, are both myths, he concluded. The costs of the war, the actual expenditures, the loss of 55,000 men and their future earning ability, and the lost opportunity of the soldiers in Vietnam added up to over $200 billion.

"The war has been especially frustrating for economists," Assistant Professor Kenneth Jameson added. He found that the economy had become less able to respond adequately to the shock of major expenditures and had become dependent on the continued existence of protected industries.

Additionally, "the war came at a time when the economy was functioning well. It messed up the system more than we could handle. It destroyed much of the prosperity of the Sixties."

The lost opportunity to gain a "peace dividend" at the end of the war was also noted by Prof. Jameson. According to a recent Brookings Institute report by Charles Schultze, former director of the federal budget under the Johnson Administration, the "peace dividend" has been lost.

The problem in Vietnam will not be the de-escalation of the war, but will be the re-ordering of national priorities, Jameson concluded.

Bottles, cans and on tap, the three best beers in America is Blatz.

LEATHER LTD.
has changed...
custom leather jeans sandals boots mocs pottery
Groovy Gifts for Grabbly Grads

Yes, I know how busy you are—cramping for finals, deciphering your notes, helping old grads find their dentures after Class Day—but let me interrupt your manifold activities—cramping for finals, deciphering your notes, searching for meat in the dormitory stew—to remind you that Commencement Day is almost upon us, and it's high time you started shopping for presents to give your friends who are graduating. So pace a moment in your busy schedule, and listen to me in full frame. There's nothing so exciting (if you'll forgive a choice phrase) as finding a gift that brings a smile to your friend's lips and makes him happy. Our purpose in life is to make an indelible impression. What better way to achieve this than to give a gift? So stop and look over this list of charming gift suggestions.

We will start with the hardest gift problem of all: what do you give the person who has everything? Well, sir, here are some suggestions:

1. A low hurdle.
2. A street map of Perth, Australia.
3. Fifty pounds of goose fat.
4. A supply of Miller High Life Beer.

"What?" you exclaim, your young eyebrows leaping in perpetual incredulity. "The person who has everything does not have a supply of Miller High Life Beer!" you r ask, your young lips curling in derision. "What arrant nonsense!" you exclaim, rising to your feet in a storm of angry words.

But I reply with an emphatic "No!" The person who has everything, I insist, does not have a supply of Miller High Life Beer—not for long anyway—because if he is a person who enjoys a beer light enough, tasty enough, a beer that clays not, neither does it pall, a beer that is forever amber and forever delicious, a beer, in short, for all seasons—then he does not have a supply of Miller High Life Beer. What he has is a supply of empty Miller cans and bottles and a thirst that will never be satisfied.

So of course we will give all our graduating friends plenty of Miller High Life. And if you're looking for some additional gifts, too, here are more suggestions:

For someone graduating with a degree in American history, how about a hand-painted, heavy-duty, 15-gallon barrel of Miller Lite for his garage? (Miller Lite is the only import of its kind."

by Jim McDonnell
Observer Sports Editor

The Notre Dame baseball team stretched its losing streak to eight games over the weekend, dropping a three-game series with Miami of Ohio Friday and Saturday in Oxford and bowing to Xavier at Carter Field on Sunday. The Irish nine's record now stands at 7-8.

Friday's loss to Miami, which is rated no. 9 nationally, was a heartbreak for the Irish. In Kline's club. The Irish held a 3-0 lead going into the last inning and were on the verge of an upset victory but their hopes were crushed by a Miller's grand slam batter with none out in the bottom of the ninth.

Rich Eich, a sophomore left-hander, had gone all the way on the mound for Notre Dame and had shut out the hard-hitting Redkins for eight innings, holding them to just four base hits, but his control failed him in the final frame. Three straight walks set the stage for Miller's blast.

Eich's record is now 0-2 for this year.

Captain Charlie Horean had given the Irish an early lead by belting a two-run home run to center field in the second inning.

Singles by Pete Schmidt, Horan and Joe LaBucca in the eighth inning stretched the Notre Dame tally.

The Irish added their last run in the top of the ninth. Jim Panici opened the frame with a single and when the ball got by the Redkins left fielder, Panici eluded a grand slam in the sixth. Horean and Panici drove in Notre Dame's two runs. In the nightcap, the Redkins scored two runs in their first time at bat against Irish starter Ron Schmitz and were never headed thereafter. They scored three runs in the third inning and one in the fifth while handing Schmitz his fifth defeat of the year against two victories.

Phil Kril drove in Notre Dame's only run of the second game with a fourth inning hit. The Redkins long ball bats continued to boom in the second game as Art Grzeskowiak belted a two-run homer in the third inning.

The Irish were unable to snap their losing streak Sunday as they tried to tie the score, picking up a sacrifice fly by Horan, but were unable to catch Xavier.

The Irish nine will attempt to break their losing streak this afternoon in Evanston, Ill., against the Northwestern Wildcats.

Notre Dame will return home after the Wildcat game and will play host to Hillsdale College Saturday in Oxford and bowing to Xavier at Carter Field on Sunday. The Irish nine's record now stands at 7-8.

By the author of Rally Round the Flag, Boys (Barnes & Noble)

HAROLD'S CORNER

Phone 233-3154

HOURS: 4:30-7:30 M onday Thru Friday

Call our friends at phone 474-8200 for office on second floor of ND Bookstore

ATTENTION ALL SOPHOMORES

Sophomores may start placing ring orders NOW

in office on second floor of ND Bookstore
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N.D. loss string reaches 8

Charlie Horean hit a home run for the Irish in Friday's loss to Miami and a two-run single by Webb brought home the two runs in the sixth.

The Irish were able to pick up a run in the eighth on Dan Pilipski's pinch-hit single, a walk to Schmitz, LaBucca's infield single and a sacrifice fly by Horan, but weren't able to catch Xavier.

The Irish nine will attempt to break their losing streak this afternoon in Evanston, Ill., against the Northwestern Wildcats.

Notre Dame will return home after the Wildcat game and will play host to Hillsdale College Monday afternoon at Carter Field. The Irish will play a doubleheader with Hillsdale, beginning at 1 p.m.
Northwestern and Purdue, were May 3, 1971 and for all was disappointed. Quarterback dilemma solved once anyone hoping to see the Irish present at the scrimmage, but spectators, including scouts from the stadium field. 18,073 spec-

Coach Ara Parseghian started Jim Bulger at quarterback for the blue squad, but alternated him with Pat Steenberge throughout the afternoon. Directed the gold team for most of the game, although he was selected for brief intervals by Brian Doherty, another freshman. After the game, which saw Steenberge and Bulger play to nearly a standstill, Parseghian said:

"If the season were starting tomorrow and I had to select a quarterback, it would probably pick Steenberge because he has probably been hampered all spring by a sprained ankle and a broken finger on his throwing hand." But, while Parseghian gave Steenberge a cautious edge in the QB race, the Irish coach didn't rule out Bulger or even, either "Jim Bulger has improved tremendously and actually has had a better spring than I was 
dedicated today. Clark Brown has shown me some pleasing aspects of terminology and technique that is involved in playing the quarterback position. He's gained a great deal of experience in the past two weeks in our stadium scrimmages, and he's learned to react to game-type situations."

The game itself, which was designed on almost five conditions to take second place to the battle for the quarter-

The two teams' early playing points were awarded for much of the first period, and neither was able to mount much of a drive until Bulger's blues received the football on the gold 40-yard line with slightly more than 

But the first teams blues caught an expected 3-12-4 decision over their gold-clad opponents, but still remained the gold in 

The blue defense didn't have to wait, either, as the golds mounted their first serious threat 

Brown further shook things up 

Dee's specialty was with screen passes and 

Hein dumped Bulger in his own 

The golds got the football again to begin the second half, but this time it was the blue defense which came up with the big play. Linebacker Rick Thomann in 

The only other margin between 

The Irish Eye

A note on Dee's departure

Johnny Dee decided to call it quits last Friday. His decision to resign made a lot of people on this campus happy - the people who have been打拼 to Dee's championship standards in the past two weeks in our stadium scrimmages, and he's learned to react to game-type situations.

"Jim Bulger has improved tremendously and actually has had a better spring than I was dedicated today. Clark Brown has shown me some pleasing aspects of terminology and technique that is involved in playing the quarterback position. He's gained a great deal of experience in the past two weeks in our stadium scrimmages, and he's learned to react to game-type situations."

The game itself, which was designed on almost five conditions to take second place to the battle for the quarter-

The two teams' early playing points were awarded for much of the first period, and neither was able to mount much of a drive until Bulger's blues received the football on the gold 40-yard line with slightly more than three minutes left in the initial quarter. Then, relying mainly on line plunges by fullback Andy Huff, Bulger drove his team steadily downfield. With only eight seconds left from the gold 13, Bulger fired a pass over the middle to right end Mike Creaney. Linebacker Tom Devine nearly intercepted the pass, but only succeeded in tipping it to Creaney, who was standing a yard deep in the 

But Dee did have his opportunity this season, and his player his chance with Duke's Dee to do his work to protect their 7-0 advantage.
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Who is the first girl in your life?

Mom

Don't forget Mother's Day this Sunday.

N.D. students witness disorders at Capital

continued from page 1
disenchanted hawk, who has given up hope for a military victory in Indochina - employs an aide who told us, "Bill, everyone is against the war." The aide went on to give support to Nixon's policy of leaving the bombers in Indochna and to "We want to maintain interests in Indochna, so that means we have to protect our financial interests there through a military force."

Representatives of the left side of the aisle advise that Congress can be convinced to cut off funds for the war. They noted that the conservative leadership was very much guided that the war was undermining the internal strength of the army after veterans told Congressmen that they had been thoroughly and ten "fighting" incidents, where United States soldiers killed their own officers.

The mayor of Washington hopes the disruptions tomorrow morning will be non-violent.

The Indiana people here are part of the Indiana chapter, which presently claims about five hundred members. Plans call for the Indiana people to block the intersection to Pennsylvania Avenue and Constitution at 5 a.m. to block the intersection, talk to the police, asking for waiting motorists, and, if necessary, submit to arrest. Whether this means the protest can be peacefully carried out, as we now rent in the tenements. They say the Clinton of George Washington University, is still in doubt among the tired, confused, but hopeful Notre Dame contingent here in Washington.

Prof. Voeglin on philosophy

continued from page 4
deduce a logical system, but a set of nine propositions which prevent the formation of a system. Plato, who wanted a "diversified multitude of individuals," is similar to citizens, is convinced that Aristotle was favored by the variety in the people composing a state. Aristotle noted that the realization of social disorder not of itself, produce social order. With the emphasis of the state, however, the problem became much more complex as there result a mixed and precarious order. In the Renaissance, Prof. Voeglin claims there was a desire that the generation in which one was living, was undergoing a great change, that would result in a new epoch of man. Voeglin connected with a rise in what he called "neocolonialism." In this viewpoint, the platonic idea of the universe becoming saturated with the Divine became the center of interest. For Christianity had emphasized the humanness of man. The moderns, therefore, tend to view the ancients as possessing a logic forcibly destroyed by the emergence of the modern variety of man. Prof. Voeglin says that these moderns "would prefer the logos of Rome because it is contrary to their logic. They view man as changing in three periods, "childhood, adolescence and maturity." Thus, they see man as emerging into a new age of adulthood. Prof. Voeglin feels the third period, the "maturity of man," will be non-violent. We have our fun," McGlynn continued. "We had our fun, and the students can recognize outsiders and potential trouble makers among the force don't call the police."

If the passivity of the community is hindering security, so that we can't use the police force receives from some students.

"These immature students with their anger on the campus that know can't fight back by virtue of his oath. Some on the force are simply because this..."

McGlynn admitted that when he was a senior in 1960—"the days of morning checks, lights out, and 12:30 curfew on weekends with one week on campus for every five minutes late—"the students had fun with the security force
to keep an eye out for our room.

He recalls a cop they called "Fat Frank," who would prevent student from carrying beer into Washington Hall. The would fake a search, but after finding the beer in their jackets, and it was always a big joke when Fat Frank would search and find nothing.

"We had our fun," McGlynn said. "When we went calling wasn't there." He feels the campus will be "sterile action in" the future if this verbal abuse does not continue.}

McGlynn sent out a final plea:

"With the help of the community, Student Government, and the Observer, I hope that we can continue to make this a safe and happy place to live."